Speakers at the Session on Green Polymers: Materials and Processes

Back row: John Thomaides (ICI National Starch); John Warner (WarnerBabcock); Ron deMartino (NJIT), Discussion leader. Front row: Don Schulz (ExxonMobil); Tom Pacansky (Apollo Ventures), Organizer; Dennis Jamiolkowski (JNJEthicon)
Approximately 150 symposium attendees comfortably filled the large conference room.
Speakers at the Session on Green Polymers: Product Application Approaches

From Left: Karl Krummel (L’Oreal); Rich Durand (Sun Chemical); Charlene Wall-Warren (BASF); Tom Pacansky (Apollo Ventures), Organizer; Willis Hammond (NJIT), Discussion Leader.
Ms Jennifer Haghpanah (above, Polytechnic University) presented one of the 27 posters during the networking social activity. Ms Megan Casey (picture not available, Lehigh) won one of the zip drive door prizes. Ms Sandra Gonzalez (picture not available, JNJ Ethicon) won the other zip drive door prize.
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